To the Editor:

Last Saturday a group of MIT students got together to make a snow sculpture. It ended up being a six-foot-tall beaver, standing on the Kresge Lawn facing McCormick. During the day it took to build him, passersby were showing interest, and once he became recognizable most people seemed to enjoy him tremendously. It’s nice when people smile at your work, and laugh because they see the humor that was intended.

We hope whoever felt they had to do it got enough satisfaction to justify depressing the seven people who worked at creating the snow sculpture. It ended up being no hype. It really hurts.

Janet Freeman ’78
Peter Cunningham G
Leigh Slaughter ’79
Karyn Almus ’81
Lori Ullman ’81

(Continued from page 4)

The acting of all concerned was excellent, especially the precious childlike innocence of pure curiosity and fun invoked by all the youngsters like when Dreyfuss is initiated by his children when playing with his mashed potatoes or throwing dirt into his kitchen window. The exact method of kidnapping (or whatever sequence one chooses) is indeed trivial concerning whether or not extraterrestrial life would proceed to do precisely so. The mere fact of these incidents established the non-Terrans’ presence. It is the reactions to these events other qualities. I for one shall not be drowned by this tide of ignorance and bias.

Marc Freedman ’81

MIT Concert Band Winter Tour Finale

Saturday, February 18, 1978 - 8:00pm
Kresge Auditorium
FREE Admission
John Corley, conductor

Don’t get Lost In the Computer Career Maze...

START AT PRIME

If you think finding your way around the computer career maze has to be confusing, think smart.
If you think all computer companies offer the same challenges and opportunities, think twice.
And if you know there’s a difference between a computer job and a computer career, think Prime.
Prime Computer is the fastest growing high-technology computer manufacturer in the world. We need bright, career-minded engineers who are ready to meet the challenges of today’s technology and make original contributions for tomorrow’s computers.
Prime Computer will be here soon and if you’d like to talk to us about a computer career, we’d like to talk with you. In fact, if you find our interview sheets at the Placement Office are full, sign up anyway. We’ll make the time to meet with you. And you’ll talk with members of our engineering department who’ll tell you about a computer career at Prime.
While you’re signing up, take one of our brochures. It includes our answers to some questions we think you should ask any college recruiter. And when you read the brochure you’ll see what three graduates of the class of ’77 have to say about why they came to Prime. Prime Computer. Think about us.

Interviewing February 27, 1978

PRIME Computer, Inc. 145 Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham, Mass. 01701 (617) 879-2960

MIT Class of ’80 MIT Ring Days
February 22, 23, & 24 Wednesday-Friday
Order Your Official Ring
10am-4pm $20.00 deposit
Lobby Building 10
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Close Encounters is no hype